Approaches to subjective midpoint of horizontal lines in unilateral spatial neglect.
Patients with unilateral spatial neglect usually bisect longer lines with greater rightward errors, while they sometimes err leftward for very short lines (e.g., 25 mm). We analysed movements of eye fixation from the time before line presentation to elucidate whether patients with neglect approach the subjective midpoint differently for lines of various lengths. Four patients with left neglect bisected 200 mm, 100 mm, and 25 mm lines that appeared across the centre of a liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor. The fixation immediately before line presentation was located on average near the centre of the lines. Three of the patients approached the subjective midpoint point directly from the left side in more than 70% of the 200 mm and 100 mm trials. The subjective midpoint frequently deviated leftward on the "attended" segment between the leftmost point of fixation and the right endpoint, while it was displaced rightward on the total extent. The three patients initially explored the 25 mm lines searching for the left endpoint. They thereafter bisected the same lines with leftward errors approaching the subjective midpoint from the left side. The remaining patient searched beyond the right endpoint and in turn approached the subjective midpoint from the right side in about half of the trials and independently of line length. In the 200 mm and 100 mm trials, the subjective midpoint divided the attended right segment nearer to the right endpoint. On the attended right extent of a line, patients with neglect may place the subjective midpoint toward the side from which they approached that point. In the bisection of very short lines, approaches from the left endpoint may cause leftward errors of the subjective midpoint. For longer lines, however, approaches from the left side may result in rightward error of bisection for the total length, as the leftward extent from the fixation immediately before line presentation is hardly explored.